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 English I: Kindly see below  

Hindi: https://youtu.be/-To6CVrWWlo  

Mathematics: https://youtu.be/OKZEvH4yh9g  

General Science: https://youtu.be/zzzI-nN_V2g  

Social Studies: https://youtu.be/tS-zAkU6zBs  

Computer Science: https://youtu.be/QbY97BMHmpY  

General Knowledge: Kindly see below 

Moral Science: https://youtu.be/WIhqYARg1EA 

Physical Education: https://youtu.be/vNTBMoJB7bA   

Music (Guitar): https://youtu.be/7vAuvpTRPf8  

Music (Keyboard): https://youtu.be/AB9C8N6142A   

Health & Sanitation: https://youtu.be/IniTqVJjNoE 

Art Education: https://youtu.be/_PLT9V8GYXE 

**************************** 
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 EMMANUEL MISSION SR SEC SCHOOL, BEAWAR 
ENGLISH - I 

CLASS – IV 

Poem : On the bridge 
 

 

Complete these sentences.   (Page-13)  

1.  Some of the things the speaker wishes to see are a little fish, spider, a water rat and 

pretty circles in the water.  

2.  The speaker imagines that the flower boat will be in the great wide sea the next day.  

3.  The pretty circles are actually ripples caused by a stone throwm into the water. 

   

Complete these sentences with the correct forms of words from the poem.   

1.  Neera threw  a pebble into the mud.   

2.  The boys sat  in the shade of the tree.  

3.  The lamps slowly floated away in the river.   

4.  The ship was sailing in the middle of the ocean. 

Question-Answer 

Q.1  Do you think the speaker enjoys standing on the bridge? Use words or lines from rhe 

poem to say why you think so.  

Ans.  The speaker seemed to enjoy standing on the bridge and watching things. She used the word 

'wish' twice, which tells us that she wanted to see various things standing there. The speaker 

also said, "I think I'll get some stones to throw, and watch the pretty circles show. " This 

showed that she enjoyed the view from the bridge.  

 

Q.2  How old do you think the speaker might be? What makes you think so?  

Ans.  The speaker might be eight to ten years of age, because she was excited about standing on a 

bridge and watching various insects and animals, and doing things  such as throwing stones 

and sailing flowers- boats.  

 

 



EMMANUEL MISSION SR SEC SCHOOL, BEAWAR 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

CLASS – IV 

                                         

Lesson – 1 : Dance Forms 

 
ANSWER :-    1. Ballet     2. Waltz      3. Bhangra              

4. Flamenco   5. Tap        6. Tango  
 

 

*********************** 

   

Lesson – 2 : Medical Devices 
 

1.  This device is used to measure human body temperature.    

Ans – Thermometer  

2. It is a device that is used to measure patient’ s blood pressure.  

 

Ans. – Sphygmomanometer  

 

 


